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CONTExT
ThE STRATEGIC ImPORTANCE 
Of ThE mEDITERRANEAN REGION 
… is today recognized. To pass from the diagnosis to concrete plans within 
the framework of common policies in order to bring closer the countries 
of the Mediterranean, remains the general framework of the action of the 
European Grouping for Cooperation ODYSSEA (GEC ODYSSEA). 

The sea ways allowed the Mediterranean basin to become this essential 
historical space of the human exchanges.

The Mediterranean harbour cities are established since a long time and 
they have many historical centres of an exceptional architectural quality 
and all linked by the same destiny.

The maritime cities are in the landscape as headlights radiating in the 
Mediterranean world. The exceptional importance of their littoral cultural 
heritage led the bordering countries besides to start a co-operation 
between 100 littoral historic sites of Mediterranean interest, including 48 
concerning the world heritage of UNESCO.

ODYSSEA , ThE ADDED vAlUE 
Of AN INNOvATE CONCEPT
ODYSSEA  is an ambitious sustainable territorial development 
program structured around a new territorial unit: Sea – harbour 
city - Rural Territory. This innovating project makes possible to 
take up again with the pillars of our civilization, federates the 
cultures, the identities and two essential economies for all the 
countries which have the mediterranean in division : water sport-
tourism with the viticulture, agriculture and fishing.

The Mediterranean Sea shores present a large variety of cultural and natural 
landscapes. “Popular savoir faire”, related to the traditional practices of the 
natural resources exploitation, constitutes another remarkable patrimony 

which we associate with this concept of sustainable territorial development.

Indeed, the marinas and harbour cities are at the origin of the large 
currents of our Mediterranean civilization and remain today linked by the 
same destiny.

Carriers of a remarkable history, the Mediterranean territories did not 
capitalize sufficiently this fundamental historical fact in terms of cooperation 
and construction of a modern Mediterranean and peace.

The ODYSSEA  project objective is to work with its partners in this direction 
to create a space of prosperity and shared value, based on free trade, an 
increased economic integration, more intense political relations and cultural 
values, a reinforced transnational cooperation and shared responsibilities 
for environment. It allow to contribute in a determining way for territory 
planning while ensuring an harmonious and well balanced integration of 
the Mediterranean basin areas, on the basis of a transnational integration 
and valorization model of the harbour cities around strong identity values.
Our program consists in establishing in the Mediterranean basin a new 
concept of sustainable territorial development of the harbour cities, which 
integrates sea, territory and rural territories. These new project territories will 
have in common a mark, initials, a signature, which are used as a basis for 
emergence of an European reference frame of quality and communication 
between the populations which give the priority to the economic projects 
structuring around the ODYSSEA  concept.

It claims to develop equipment, new services, structuring poles which 
guarantee economy, attractivity, competitiveness, innovation and 
environmental protection which make possible to register in the duration 
a true partnership, founded on the equality of right and dignity between 
all the countries of Northern and Southern shores of the Mare Nostrum.

The action suggested by the ODYSSEA  project makes possible to put in 
synergy the development of the harbour cities related to their rural territory, 
their cultural heritage and nautical tourism, in harmony with the principles 
of the free movement of people, goods and services in the maritime and 
terrestrial space of the Mediterranean coastline.
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hematic StopoverThREE fUNDAmENTAl AxES 
…are followed in order to consolidate the role of the harbour cities of the 
countries and territories of Southern shores and Mediterranean, their 
maritime cultural heritage and their socio-economic impact in sustainable 
development: a strong cooperation and setting in network, shared 
strategies and the excellence of new services and offers in the respect of 
the environment, the cultural identity and patrimonial.

The sustainable territorial development which is used as support with 
ODYSSEA  action develops actions which make possible to answer the 
stakes of life quality in the coastal regions and littoral tourism of the target 
region: sustainable tourism, diversification of the products and tourist 
services, taken into account of the back-country, common challenges 
for the development of tourism, of the agro alimentary sector, viticulture, 
oleiculture, fishing and nautical activities.

In perfect coherence with the UNESCO world heritage convention and the 
Council of Europe, the suggested actions make possible to develop the 
material, immaterial and natural patrimony of the countries and territories of 
Mediterranean south and east shores as to reveal the links which link them 
around common Territory-Sea cultural itineraries making each harbour city 
a unique stopover within a euro-Mediterranean cooperation process.

Thanks to a solid community network structured around the European 
Founding document of the ODYSSEA  program signed on April 30 of 2007 
in Palma de Majorque, the operational phase of the ODYSSEA  program 
conditioned the creation of a new European structure of cooperation : the 
European Grouping for Cooperation ODYSSEA  (Non profit Association) 
and proposes a territorial methodology of development adapted to the 
areas of the two Mediterranean shores. 

OBJECTIVES OF
ODYSSEA PROGRAM  
GENERAl ObJECTIvES
To develop a transnational network of harbour cities linked with their 
rural territories, extremely of new offers and services of excellence, 
developed in the respect of the local identities, the safeguard and 
the valorization of the cultural landscapes, environmental etic and 
reasoned management.

To federate the partners around a quality stamp, by the will to promote the 
sea, the water sport, the patrimony, the culture and the gastronomy, as 
vectors of differentiation, attractivity and art of living.

To make European territorial cooperation space, a tourist, nautical, european 
destination of excellence, structured around a concept of sustainable 
Co-development, innovating tools and a common territorial standard. A 
model built in a maritime logic of destination with strong attractivity and in 
a coherence of large basins of navigation. The project aims to cultivate a 
feeling of membership and an european maritime identity.

To develop a network qualified ODYSSEA  of ports, cities and rural territories 
highlighting the quality of the stopovers and the advantage of the coastal 
traffic on the whole of the Mediterranean basin identified by a territorial 
quality stamp and the joint use of innovating tools TIC.

To define an European label “City & Territory ODYSSEA ” applicable by 
each territory of project, on the basis of conditions common schedule, 
a methodology, innovating centered on the design and the diffusion of 
products and services of excellence, based on the eco-management of 
the territories committed.
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CSPECIfIC ObJECTIvES
To structure a new territory of relevant project : Sea, Port, Hinterland and 
its oenoculturel territory. 

To strengthen the cooperation of proximity between the various harbour 
cities of the mediterranean maritime space.

To promote the coastal traffic, the stopovers in the Tyrrhenian Basin, the 
roads of the Sea of the cities and the rural territories in a logic of destination 
of large basins of navigation.

Each “stopover city” must be single and complementary. The territory will 
grow rich in the strategic phase of transborder itineraries supporting the 
coastal traffic at the Mediterranean scale (Med program).

To consolidate a new nautical positioning, more art of living, more respectful 
of environment, more cultural.To encourage the division of experiment, 
know-how and the setting in network of infrastructures and services by 
knowledge, culture, a common policy of tourist reception, the use of 
innovating NTIC.

To improve, structure new offers and tourist services of excellence, around 
4 sets of themes of stopovers and Land & Sea commun cultural routes 
making of each regional destination and harbour city a single stopover, on 
the basis of common European reference frame ; to support the legibility of 
the offers, their setting in network at the European scale and their seasonal 
adjustment by using the e.Technologies and eco.Technologies.

To organize these new territories of project starting from a methodology 
implying the populations and local actors, a charter of common quality, 
a mark, initials, which is used as a basis for emergence of an European 
reference frame of quality, whose socio-economic impact make possible 
to answer the objectives of the diary of Lisbon and Gothenburg as 
regards competitiveness, attractivity, employment, territorial cohesion and 
environmental protection.

INNOvATING SOlUTION fOR
SUSTAINAblE TOURISm
A new way of travelling, of discovering a country from the port and 
harbour city structured around 4 sets of stopovers   

To develop joint actions and innovating aiming at improving the production 
and marketing of products and tourist offers of quality and excellence. 
Mixed offers concerning the water sport, fishing, the agro-alimentary one, 
the craft industry, the oeno and the ecotourism.

To innovate in term of governorship by setting up networks at various space 
scales (basin of navigation, harbour cities between them and harbour 
cities and back-country) which will support the integrated management 
of labellized or protected maritime spaces, of the coastal areas and rural 
thanks to joint actions of sensitizing to the environment, promotion and 
reasoned management of the territory.
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erritorial impact    ynergyS& the local actorsbetween
ODYSSEA,
A RECOGNIZED PROGRAM
ODYSSEA SElECTED bY EUROPEAN 
COmmISSION AND ThE UNION fOR ThE 
mEDITERRANEAN
ODYSSEA  has been recognized as strategic project and retained 
as a model in the context of the Euro-mediterranean Conference of 
ministers of Tourism (Ufm) in barcelone (may 2010), in the presence 
of ministers of Tourism of the 28 EU member states, the European 
Commission and 15 mediterranean countries.

It is approved (Label) of Union for Mediterranean (UfM) structured project 
(07-2010), was presented as strategic project during the European Tourism 
Day (09/2010 and 09/2012) by the European Commission. The Enterprise 
and Industry DG approved ODYSSEA  as strategic project for a Trans-
national cooperation projects on European Cultural Routes.

A Task Force composed of European partners (State ministries of tourism, 
culture, environment ; environmental, cultural organizations...) has worked 
on ODYSSEA  Model and the White Book ODYSSEA.

IMPACTS OF 
ODYSSEA PROGRAM
The project contributes by the creation of a network of the ports, city and 
mediterranean rural territories structured around a concept common to the 
realization of the specific objective of the program concerning the joint use 
of the TIC, the improvement of the offer of the marinas and the services 
tourist.

It supports a profit in competitiveness, economic growth, sustainable 
development and innovation, a better appropriation of the European identity 
; to make structured territories of the gravitational and creative poles of 
richness and long-term employment ; to generate more consumption and 
of frequentation on average and low season and to deseasonalize tourist 
flows thanks to the structuring of specific offers around the concept Sea-
Port-City-Rural Territories.

It makes readable and accessible from the offers and services qualified in 
each city pilots ODYSSEA . It makes it possible to develop, tell and interpret 
the assets local, natural, cultural, identity thanks to the NTIC ; to reposition 
the marina and the maritime historical route within the Mediterranean 
tourist offer ; to create a collective platform of exchange of good practices, 
communication, promotion and E-voyage articulated around the NTIC, to 
contribute to the safeguarding of the biodiversity in the littoral, rural and 
urban communes.

Harbor offices and tourist offices, equiped in new technologies and with 
a staff specifically trained to ODYSSEA  model, become maritime and 
cultural desks of information.

The project contributes to the realization of the priorities of the OCS and 
converts the areas partners into gravitational spaces for the investment 
and work, thanks to the development of tourism industry set of themes 
related on the water sport, the inheritance, the historico-cultural richnesses, 
and the valorization of natural space and cultural. With the development 
of the NTIC, the project answers the OCS by improving knowledge and 
the innovation, which generates a better convergence with the other 
innovating areas. The omnipresent territorial dimension of the project and its 
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environmental engagement implies the key actors in a major co-operation 
which will make it possible to develop the growth and employment.

ODYSSEA  reinforces the federator dimension of the sea, the bond 
which it concretizes, develops and “in scene the common history” of the 
mediterranean puts. It founds a network of cooperation on various space 
scales : between basins and cities, cities and back-country, areas. Strategic 
and operational modeling promotes the emergence of a new relevant 
destination which is developed by the diffusion of innovating technological 
tools common.

Concept ODYSSEA  has a direct incidence on one of the economic main 
activities of mediterranean space, historico-cultural nautical tourism and 
the oenogastronomy.  In terms of economic growth, the network of cities 
ODYSSEA  works on a model common of durable co-development to 
strong economic value added stimulated by the revalorization of its identity 
and its inheritance. The new services, e-technologies and eco-technologies 
developed contribute to obtaining an economy based on knowledge, like 
source of richness, competitiveness and job creation.

THE ADDED-VALUE OF 
THE MODEL AND THE 
SETTING IN SYNERGY 
OF THE ACTORS
The concept of territorial development durable ODYSSEA ® does not 
have as an ambition to offer services parallel with those existing on all the 
territories of project but contributes on the contrary to their valorization 
and their synergy by their structuring around 4 sets of themes of stopovers 
(Nautical, Saveurs & Art of living, Culture, Paysage and inheritance, Nature 
and discovered) coupled with the installation of innovating technological 
tools.

ThE INNOvATION wITh ThE SERvICE Of 
ThE ITINERANCY
New technologies of information and the communication take more and 
more place in the daily life of Europeans. These technologies are also 
largely used by the professional world, as well in the sectors of tourism 
(reservation, promotion…) that in that of the pleasure (sale of articles, 
sponsoring…). To integrate the use of these technologies in the context of 
sustainable development of the territories of project ODYSSEA  makes it 
possible each area to accentuate its difference and to mitigate competition. 
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The innovating technical option retained by program ODYSSEA  must 
make it possible to carry out dynamic visual aids and interactives in three 
dimensions for each territory of project. These supports offer a presentation 
of the territory and its components more ludic and accessible that the 
traditional cartography, and give to the travellers the elements necessary to 
the knowledge of the history, the culture and the local inheritance.

The whole of the collected elements will contribute to the realization of the 
common and permanent reference frames of discovered and reading of the 
landscapes. The referred database once made up will then be developed 
on various forms of mediums : image, clip, reading, videos… which will 
be able to be relayed via the site dedicated www.ODYSSEA .eu and to 
support the communication of the network.

Internet site, the European gate of discovered cultural routes, reservation 
and sale are thus an international opening to make discover the cultural 
routes and the stages of Panoramique reading. It makes it possible to the 
Net surfers to prepare their route, to discover with 360° the most beautiful 
landscapes, to hold their stopover, their lodging, to download their circuit, 
of the comments of visit… for better preparing their stay and discovering all 
the cultural routes of the structured European areas.
But it allows also and especially within the framework of a tourist logic to 
use the site dedicated to discover, hold (visits, services…), to compare, 
buy products of the territory, equipment technical, Upperworks of bridge, 
Damping & Mooring, Veils & Gréement, Equipment interior, Energy & 
Electricity, Hardware, Paintings and Maintenance,… etc

AN INTEGRATED COmPREhENSIvE    
APPROACh AND, A DURAblE TERRITORIAl 
vAlORIzATION, A COmmON PROGRAm, A 
ShARED AmbITION Of COmPETITIvENESS 
AND A wIll TO INNOvATE…
ODYSSEA  program considers that the innovation and new technologies 
are fundamental to promote the virtuous circle of the sustainable 
development of nautical tourism in the Mediterranean. The innovation gives 
place to services of greater added-value which make it possible to carry 
out activities which are not related to the seasonal aspects, increasing this 
way the economic activity and, consequently the job creation of quality.
The application of the NTIC to various spaces high and low density, 
connecting the territories of the maritime and river littoral, with the back 
country, creates synergies which induce an added-value for the project. 
It will make it possible to sensitize the actors and the consumers on the 
environmental aspects by approaching them in a way innovating thanks to 
the NTIC. 
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eading landscape(sea & land)
ODYSSEA  NEW 
TECHNOLOGIES
• The Portal of the ODYSSEA  Network and the Euro Mediterranean 
Cultural Itinerary “ODYSSEUS – Mythical an initiatory travels in the 
Mediterranean”. Thanks to this new international e-guide structured in 
different geographical levels (European, national, regional and local), the 
user will discover all the partners of the route ODYSSEA  in a minimum of 
clicks in a language and a common graphic.

The portal promotes the e-sale of the route by destination, the offers, the 
services to complement the existing websites. It will enable, by applied 
technologies, to adapt to the new tourist behavior in the research of 
information and e-travel reservations, and increase the attractiveness of the 
network and the recognition of the cultural route and pilot harbour cities by 
developing an intersectional approach by destination / territory and target. 

Managed and administered by the territory partner (tourist offices, harbour 
master’s offices), this portal is set up collectively. Each territory partner can 
then value its offers and services as desired but within a common model, a  
single language, a graphic identical for all but with local colors, to facilitate 
the use of the Internet user. Many content to practice the Cultural Route 
will be downloadable from this portal. www.ODYSSEA .eu  and other web 
support connected (cobranding process).

We can read on this website Newsletters ODYSSEA sent to the 
networkODYSSEA, every two months.

Atlas ODYSSEA. Due to the introduction of layers on a common tool 
(Google Maps and / or Google Earth), the tourist map of each harbour city, 
conducted by the location of Point of Tourist Interest, is visible by the user 
at the local level, but part of an overall strategy - all cities members of the 
cultural route will indeed become visible on the same card - tourist strategy 
becomes departmental, regional, national, european and mediterranean.

The stopovers route ODYSSEA  and ODYSSEUS – Mythical and initiatory 
travels in the Mediterranean” are positionned on Atlas of the route. Each 
POI (Point Of Interest) allows access to digital cultural content, to video, 
audio reports, virtual tours, filmography... 

Innovative tools such as the "Travel Book" allow the user to prepare his 
travel according to his desires, without changing website.

Everything is done in the same format and the same language. The user 
can navigate from city to city, region to region, country to country.

In a second step, we plan to offer the Cultural Routes of the Council 
of Europe, with whom we already have partnership commitments 
(Phoenicians' Route, The Routes of Trees Olive, Iter Vitis…), the ability to 
view their thematic stops on Atlas Odysseus to crossing territories drivers 
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City Ports &     ew TechnologiesN
already integrated in the process, giving users a wide variety of cultural 
offerings and tourist products at European level. http://atlas-odysseus.eu

The mobile phone, whether old generation or smartphone. Smartphones 
can be used in many ways in the tourist discovery of the city and its cultural 
route in less than 1 hour drive.

- From a single phone number. To provide access to all owners of a 
mobile phone, several tools such as cultural landscape reading tablets are 
available with a simple phone call. They are made available to the cultural 
route for the disclosure of digital cultural content in the context of tourism 
development landscapes especially those located on the sea route.

All formats audio are integrated on a telephone server with a dedicated 
automated telephone site-specific and available in several languages. 
The public will then with just a phone call (cost of a local call) listen to 
the comments of the visited places and discover stopovers and cultural 
landscapes narrated.

From these landscapes narrated, reference is made to the local tourism 
providers, combining the local economy and the valorization of cultural 
and heritage components. Protection and respect for the environment as 
well as education for the younger ones, are also taken into account in the 
transmission of historical and cultural knowledge.

- From a Web app. It will be asked to territory partner to enhance their 
tourism offer by setting up a web application used on all smartphones. It 
requires from the user an internet connection.

- From an application. According to the will of the partner city, it may 
develop downloadable applications on the App Store or Android Market 
valorizing its tourism as cultural route.

It may be consulted via Internet or offline (included content in the application 
when you download it).
• MP4 players. To give the opportunity to all tourist clients to watch the 
many movies that are made through the Cultural Landscapes Narrated Sea 
& Land, MP4 players can be rented in the tourist offices and the harbour 
master’s offices.

• Digital tablets will be made available on the same principle as MP4 
players. More and more important in the everyday life, applications available 
on several tablets on the market today and in the future will be created 
(iPad, Asus, Sony, Archos).

• GPS : Tool dedicated to the cultural route, the GPS offers the opportunity 
to all tourists to explore any offer listed by the tourist office in a area of 1 
hour from the city on the sea and on land. This tool gives the possibility to 
travel by GPS coordinates, audio commentary and allow its user from his 
boat or his vehicle, to have tourist information in the four thematic stopovers 
(Culture and Heritage, Nautism, Landscapes, Nature ; Gastronomy and 
know-how ).

All the ODYSSEA tools are defined in ODYSSEA White Book (Volume 
1). It was essential, with the aim of an euro-mediterranean networking to 
define a "common language". The major challenge is to rethink another 
model of sustainable tourism development, a shared vision of exemplary 
network of harbour cities and rural territories. The White Book sets out 
the issues ODYSSEA  common euro-mediterranean perspectives that are 
developed collectively and network. It describes the solutions to ensure the 
communication and promotion of destinations labeled, offers and services 
using new Information Technology and Communication (ICT) and innovative 
receptions. The White Book sets out the territorial charter ODYSSEA  
sustainable development in terms of governance, business model, social, 
environmental, ethical and quality. The work done collectively led to the 
emergence and reflection on the concept of cultural route in future.
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lue growth and       autical tourismNMANAGEMENT TOOLS AND METODOLOGY

Database Management Tools (example in Spain)
   URL: http://ODYSSEA.eu/geodyssea/admin
   Login: demo   |   Password: demo

Touch Screen models - http://www.odyssea.eu/touch
http://www.odyssea.eu/touch/ayamonte
http://www.odyssea.eu/touch/soller
http://www.odyssea.eu/touch/bonifacio

Database model of Inventory -
Cultural and Tourism Territory Ressources
http://odyssea.eu/geodyssea/print_data.php?townID=235&showPhotos=yes&lang=es
http://odyssea.eu/geodyssea/print_data.php?townID=232&showPhotos=yes&lang=es
http://odyssea.eu/geodyssea/print_data.php?townID=234&showPhotos=yes&lang=es

Interactive Maps - 
Cultural and Tourism Territory Ressources and activities
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=231&catID=40,60,620,630&sho
wTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=234&catID=40,60,620,630&sho
wTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=233&catID=40,60,620,630&sho
wTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=1&catID=40,60,620,630&showT
ownPort=yes&lang=en

Smartphone App - 
Cultural and Tourism Territory Ressources and activities
http://www.odyssea.eu/mobile/ayamonte
http://www.odyssea.eu/mobile/soller
http://www.odyssea.eu/mobile/gruissan

Tablet App - GPS & Boat Plotters tools (in cooperation with Navionics)
Cultural and Tourism Territory Ressources and activities 
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=231&catID=40,60,620,630&sho
wTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=231&catID=40,60,620,630&sho
wTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=1&catID=40,60,620,630&showT
ownPort=yes&lang=en

AN EUROPEAN
TERRITORIAL LABEL
The label “Cité ODYSSEA ” is a reference frame of which the mark and 
the concept are deposited with the INPI/OMPI. It makes it possible to 
consolidate the harbour cities with their territory in a step of development 
and common promotion as destinations of excellence with an image 
marks country, strong, recognized, which transmits authenticity 
and modernity. That implies services, gravitational poles, innovating 
equipment, a privileged reception, readable and accessible offers.      

Mark and territorial Label ODYSSEA  : a universe of communication to be 
typified by destination and whose objective is to reveal the character and 
the single maritime identity of each Mediterranean territory.

Label ODYSSEA  makes it possible to recognize the cities engaged in a 
new structuring of their territory around an offer of discovered country, 
of its territory, its language, its inheritance, its authenticity with the same 
reference frame. The label aims to become a national reference frame of 
quality, a quality stamp for the maritime cities.

A city will be able to become “Cité ODYSSEA ®” if it respects a schedule 
of conditions written at the level national and validated at the european 
level. This schedule of conditions includes/understands various criteria 
like the obligation to have a cultural counter, to structure its commune 
according to 4 stopovers sets of themes (nautical, art of living, culture & 
inheritance, nature & landscape) and to respect the environment.
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http://ODYSSEA.eu/geodyssea/admin
http://www.odyssea.eu/touch
http://www.odyssea.eu/touch/ayamonte
http://www.odyssea.eu/touch/soller
http://www.odyssea.eu/touch/bonifacio
http://odyssea.eu/geodyssea/print_data.php?townID=235&showPhotos=yes&lang=es
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/print_data.php?townID=232&showPhotos=yes&lang=es
http://odyssea.eu/geodyssea/print_data.php?townID=234&showPhotos=yes&lang=es
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=231&catID=40,60,620,630&showTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=231&catID=40,60,620,630&showTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=234&catID=40,60,620,630&showTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=234&catID=40,60,620,630&showTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=233&catID=40,60,620,630&showTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=233&catID=40,60,620,630&showTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=1&catID=40,60,620,630&showTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=1&catID=40,60,620,630&showTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/mobile/ayamonte
http://www.odyssea.eu/mobile/soller
http://www.odyssea.eu/mobile/gruissan
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=231&catID=40,60,620,630&showTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=231&catID=40,60,620,630&showTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=231&catID=40,60,620,630&showTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=231&catID=40,60,620,630&showTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=1&catID=40,60,620,630&showTownPort=yes&lang=en
http://www.odyssea.eu/geodyssea/map.php?townID=1&catID=40,60,620,630&showTownPort=yes&lang=en


European Model

An integrated territory, an interface between Sea and Ground which 
develops its history, its lifestyle, supports and profits from the setting in 
network and actions of co-marking at the local and european level.

Of port in port, of stopover in stopover a new form of voyage on the 
basis of european reference frame is thus offered which will allow a 
communication, a promotion within a structured global area network.

In perfect coherence with the convention of the world heritage of 
UNESCO and the Council of Europe, the ODYSSEA  action makes it 
possible to develop the material, immaterial inheritance and naturalness 
of the countries and territories of Southern banks and Is of the 
Mediterranean so as to reveal the bonds which link them around cultural 
routes Ground-Sea common, making each harbour city a single stopover 
within a process of euro-mediterranean cooperation.

THE EUROPEAN 
DIMENSION AND THE 
PERENNIALITY OF THE 
PROJECT
The cooperation between Europeans is posted like a major stake of 
structural bases of the Union.  

The character territorial of the actions of ODYSSEA  program and its 
transnational dimension thus open to him possibilities of cofinancings for 
cooperative projects European between areas of the Union, but also allow 
him to reach various sources of cofinancing at the regional and local level. 
GEC ODYSSEA  has the role of controlling and of coordinating the 
establishment of the concept of territorial development durable ODYSSEA  
in Europe by recommending the installation of development tools on the 
basis of conceptual support known as. 

On these bases, an european territorial cooperation program intended to 
support around the maritime basins of the Mediterranean coastline and 
oceanic was defined, synergies between the activities led to the levels 
of the Member States, the areas, the harbour communes and the local 
actors related to their rural territories.

To date, ODYSSEA  federated European partnerships which will make it 
possible to develop transborder and interregional projects :  

- (5 projects) INTERREG IV A                                                                                                       
ODYSSEA  FIM, ODYSSEA  TPE, RESAPORTS, DURAPORTS, 
ODYSSEA  AL ÁNDALUS
France (Languedoc Roussillon, PACA), Italy (Liguria, Toscana, Sardegna), 
Spain (Andalusia, Balearic Islands), Morocco (Tanger.Tetuán)
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European Heritage
- (2 projects) INTERREG IV B
ODYSSEA  SUDOE 
France (Languedoc Roussillon, Midi Pyrenées), Portugal (Algarve, 
Alentejo), Spain (Andalusia, Balearic Islands)

ODYSSEA  SUDOE 2
France (Languedoc Roussillon), Portugal (Algarve ; Alentejo), Spain 
(Andalusia, Cantabria)

- (1 project) INTERREG IV C CERTESS ODYSSEA 
12 Countries of North & South of UE

- (1 project) approved by European
Commission–DG Enterprise & Industry
ODYSSEA  CULTURES EURO-MED 
Hérault-Méditerranée, GEC ODYSSEA ) - Spain (Balearic Island 
ATB) – Luxembourg (European Institute of Cultural Routes) – Belgium 
(NECSTouR)

THE ODYSSEA  PARTNERS
The ODYSSEA  partners are :
State Ministry (Tourism, Culture and Environmental Area) / Regional 
Authorities (Nautical, Tourism and Cultural Policies) / Local Government / 
SMEs and Sector’s Federation and Non profit Organization.

ODYSSEA  counts more than 20 partners from France, Belgium, Spain, 
Portugal, Greece, Italy, Mediterranean islands, Lebanon, Morocco…
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aritime and   ultural routes
TERRITORIAL COOPERATION 
& ODYSSEA NETWORK
GEC ODYSSEA  works with several organizations working in the field of 
cultural heritage, whether through development programs of tangible and 
intangible heritage, through the development of standards and guidelines 
for cultural cooperation, the development of cultural sustainable tourism. 
All work in order to promote the cultural exchanges and the access to 
culture for all. Operations organized collaboration in a very concrete 
on the ground, where the representatives of these organizations meet 
regularly.

GEC ODYSSEA  is a member of the “Blue growth” working group 
of NECSTouR, Network of European Regions for a Sustainable and 
Competitive Tourism.  

The environmental aspect of the project promotes an environmental 
management, “Cleaned Harbours” Label (Ports Propres), Eco-gesture 
campaigns of education to the environmental protection. The relations 
between the city with the hinterland are integrated with services and 
products from the port to the rural territories. We promote the use of 
renewable energies, the saving in water, the use of the local resources 
(undertaken, materials…), the use of the TIC for the communication, the 
“Eco-stations” creation.  
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15 CONCLUSION
Territorial sustainable Development model ODYSSEA  structures a new 
nautical tourist offer and set of themes of excellence which promotes the 
euro-Mediterranean territory of cooperation like a new labellized tourist 
destination. Associate new services and commercial tourist products 
thanks to the NTIC. All the public and private partners local thus are 
implied, associated with the stopovers sets of themes suggested and are 
major actors of the project.

The program reinforces the notoriety of the territory ; allows to develop its 
tourist frequentation, to ensure a better diffusion of flows of customers of 
the port cities backwards country thanks to the creation of technological 
tools for geo-guidance, reading of maritime and cultural landscapes 
; organize synergies between the various actors and operators; 
compensate for territorial imbalances and increases consequently the 
attractivity and the economic competitiveness of mediterranean maritime 
space and its actors.

GEC ODYSSEA  associates companies, public partners, federations of 
public and private actors, eager to cooperate with the project around 
competences shared, on the basis of sectoral and strategic agreement 
of cooperation which make it possible to ensure its cofinancing, its 
harmonization, its coherence and its transnationality.

ODYSSEA  project, with a perennial vocation because the conceptual, 
strategic and durable development model territorial that it proposes, 
is applicable to many maritime, river and rural european areas and 
municipalities who have an ambition of setting in network at the european 
level of harmonious development of their space thanks to development 
policies urban durable and of integration Port-City and Back-country.

One of the major characteristics of the project is that it ensures the 
durability of its results, and works for a transnational co-operation of 
character with tangible, measurable and transmissible effects. The 
perenniality of the project proves to be a key component of its success 
thanks to the structuring of a network of cities which will share and 
promote in a collective way the same European model of durable 
territorial development with a clean identity which will allow its promotion 
in network, its capitalization and its transmission.

To achieve such goals, the partners requested the certification of the 
routes Sea-River-Ground and the products associated (NTIC) with the 
Council of Europe within the framework with the Great Cultural Routes 
in order to consolidate their network and to associate other cities which 
adopt the same concept and sustainable territorial development model. 
The pilot actions carried out in each territory, their certification and the 
strong participation of all the local actors are used as model for the other 
institutional and private candidates.

CONTACT :
Regis López Lang
Mission ODYSSEA  Europe-UfM Delegate
rlopez.odyssea.europe@gmail.com
Tel : +34.677.45.53.14
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